Life

Dispatches from across the PAL network

Global

Contain yourself
From a prime shopping destination to a
meals-on-wheels option feeding hungry city
slickers, shipping containers are finding new
leases on life around the globe
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They’re durable, energy efficient, stackable and popping up in
shopping malls, food courts and tourist spots in cities the world over.
Jazzed up with funky spray paint, glass window panes and electrical
wiring, these refitted steel shipping containers are being reinvented
as stylish shopping centers, mobile kitchens and bars.
Their simple shape makes them easy to adapt, upcycle and lease
on a flexible and cost-efficient basis. Add to that the environmental
benefits of salvaging these boxy beauties instead of relegating them
to the scrapheap, and it’s no wonder the humble shipping container
is making the leap from cargo carrier to commercial and cultural hub.
– Arwen Joyce

Seoul
A 200 container-strong
pop-up mall, Common
Ground, is changing the
face of retail in Gwangjin
District. Arranged in stacks
around a food-truck lot,
the containers have been
fused together to create a
light and airy retail space
complete with noodle
bars, trendy shops and
a DJ booth. The complex
attracts students from the
nearby university, who
browse local clothing
labels inside and refuel on
churros, Kimchi Bus tacos
and cakes in the courtyard
and on the open-air, fairy
light-festooned roof.
common-ground.co.kr

London
Five years after the
launch of its pioneering
shipping-container retail
zone in Shoreditch,
Boxpark has expanded
with a food-and-drinkonly offering in “up-andcoming” East Croydon.
The refitted complex
of 35 independent
and established cafés,
restaurants and bars
drew 2,000 people for its
opening-night concert.
Keeping the crowd
entertained year-round
is a calendar of events
that includes live music,
poetry, film screenings
and craft markets.
boxparkcroydon.com

New York City
Times Square may be
an unexpected place
to find a mobile, hybrid
energy-powered shipping
container, but SnackBox
has been a solid Midtown
mainstay for half a decade.
This stylish container
kitchen-on-wheels brings
some of the city’s best
street food – like all-beef
hot dogs, pretzels and
milkshakes – under one
tiny roof. Order a lightly
smoked and seasoned
dog like a local – loaded
up with mustard and
sauerkraut – or with
SnackBox’s popular
spicy pineapple relish.
snackboxnyc.com

Tianjin
Over 600 brightly painted
shipping containers have
been repurposed as 25
seafood restaurants at
Beitang Seafood Court,
the first of its kind in
China. Located on the
Haihe River in the fastdeveloping Binhai New
Area of Tianjin, Beitang
rose to fame centuries ago
for supplying fresh seafood
to China’s imperial courts.
Today, seafood lovers from
far and wide flock here
for familiar food in novel
surroundings. The openair rooftop tables are a
great place to soak in the
atmosphere while feasting
on the coastal cuisine.
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Singapore
Timbre+ has spruced up
old shipping containers
and turned them up
for a hipster-approved
live-music, food and
drink venue – the
group’s new, upgraded
food hall includes 35
eateries helmed by chefentrepreneurs, dynastic
hawkers and self-taught
upstarts, encompassing a
wide range of cuisines at
an attractive price point.
There's also a bottle shop
with a rotating selection of
200 seasonal and limitededition beers and ciders,
plus outdoor games and
musical performances.
timbreplus.sg
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